
Chemistry Graduate Program Research Interests form
Supplement to Graduate Application (for Fall 2018 Admissions).  Submit this form as part of the online 
graduate application.

The information you provide here will supplement the graduate application-form and will give us an in-
depth picture of what you have done, and what you want to do, and how it is relevant to our PhD program 
in chemistry.

* Required

1. Email address *

2. Your First Name *
Enter your first name as you have entered on your
UMass Graduate Program Application

3. Your Middle Name
If you do not have middle name, leave it blank

4. Your Last Name *
Enter your last name as you have entered on your
UMass Graduate Program Application

5. Your Date of Birth *
 
Example: December 15, 2012

6. Research-Areas of Interest
Check all that apply.

Chemical
Biology

Materials
for Life

Sciences

Materials
for

Physical
Sciences

Nanoscience Spectroscopy Synthesis Theory and
Computation Other

Analytical
Biological
Inorganic
Organic
Physical
Other

7. Faculty of Interest
Indicate three to five faculty members whose research interests you.
Mark only one oval per row.

Trisha
Andrew

Scott
Auerbach

Michael
Barnes

Min
Chen

Paul
Dubin

Jianhan
Chen

Michelle
Farkas

Jeanne
Hardy

Bret
Jackson

Igor
Kaltashov

Kevin
Kittilstved

Mike
Knapp

Craig
Martin

Ricardo
Metz

Vince
Rotello

Eric
Strieter

First Choice
Second Choice
Third Choice
Fourth Choice
(optional)
Fifth choice
(optional)

Previous Research Summary

1. Summarize your research experience by listing project names
(most recent first) in the following format:Title, Supervisor(s),
Approximate inclusive dates. Example: EFM Probes of Spatial
Distribution of Charges in Contact Electrification of Insulators

Please be specific as to the context of your answer to each question – i.e., undergraduate degree, master’s 
program, or employment 
 
Example:  EFM Probes of Spatial Distribution of Charges in Contact Electrification of Insulators (A. 
Dinsmore, UMass Physics), March 2011- May 2014.   If you do not have research experience, enter as  
NONE



8. Your response to Question 1 *
 

 

 

 

 

2. Summarize your most significant research experience. (1250
characters limit.) The opening sentence should address the
specific research question or problem that you addressed,
followed by key results and your unique contributions to the
project. (This could include direction of the project, literature
research, experimental design, laboratory execution, collaboration
with and/or mentoring others).

9. Your response to Question 2 *
 

 

 

 

 

3. From your research experiences, describe a key success (or
failure!) that provided you with some new discovery, insight or
research direction. (Limit: 1250 characters)

Sample Response A – Success: My most significant research experience was a project designed to 
investigate carbon cluster formation using a laser ablation source and a mass-spectrometer.  The key result 
was the observation of ‘magic numbers’ in the mass spectra corresponding to C60 and C70.  My unique 
contribution to the project was to study the effect of different ablation conditions on the relative abundance 
of the C60/70 peaks. 
 
Sample Response B – Failure: Once we were convinced that the magic number mass spec peak at 720 
(C60) was not an artifact, we set about trying to figure out the structure.  Knowing that carbon atoms like to 
form 5- and 6-membered rings, I set about trying to see if I could fit together different combinations of closed 
rings.  I spent all night trying different things, then I noticed almost by accident that I could make a C-60 
molecule by combining 5- and 6-membered carbon rings that form a soccer-ball structure.  This was a major 
“aha” moment that led to one of the most highly cited papers of all time, and eventually a Nobel prize.

10. Your answer to Question 3 *
 

 

 

 

 

4. Describe an example of how coursework materials played a role
in solving a research problem or understanding a particular result.

Sample Response: I had some exposure to Huckel Theory in my Physical Chemistry course where I learned 
some quantitative aspects of how conjugated pi-bonds lower electronic energy and increase stability.  This 
was a key factor in elucidating the structure of C60.

11. Your answer to Question 4 *
 

 

 

 

 

Important



Powered by

12. Please read and check all boxes *
Check all that apply.

 I understand that completing this form is NOT a substitute for filing an application with UMass
Graduate School.

 I understand that I need to complete the UMass Graduate School application to be considered for
admission to the Chemistry Graduate Program

 Upon completion of this form, I understand that I will get a PDF file via my email. I will upload this
PDF with other materials to my graduate school application. If I have already submitted my application,
I should email this form directly to gradattach@grad.umass.edu.

13. Please write your full name *

14. Today's Date *
 
Example: December 15, 2012

15. Re-enter your email address *
This is the email address where a pdf copy of the
filled form will be sent. It takes about 2-3 minutes
after you complete the form to get the email.

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
mailto:gradattach@grad.umass.edu

